HUMAN GENOME ANNIVERSARY

15 years ago today, UC Santa Cruz posted the human genome on the Internet for all of humanity.

A visionary, a genius, and the human genome—In 2000, two dogged researchers at UC Santa Cruz defied the odds to become the first in the world to assemble the DNA pieces of the human genome. More

Jim Kent on the UCSC Genome Browser

FEATURED

The UC Santa Cruz Treehouse Childhood Cancer Project is changing the face of childhood cancer treatment—Our first two gifts from cancer advocacy groups are allowing us to develop exciting new avenues to defeat every child's cancer.

Olena Morozova on the Treehouse Project

UPCOMING EVENTS

UC Santa Cruz Founders Celebration Dinner—Honoring chef and food activist Alice Waters, with master of ceremonies astronaut Kathryn Sullivan—September 26, 6PM, East Field. Info

ABOUT OUR STAFF

Chancellor's Achievement Awards for Diversity honor commitment—Diversity office director Zia Isola received the award for increasing diversity in genomics research. More

SUPPORT US

Join us at this next great frontier of science and humanity. Support the UC Santa Cruz Genomics Institute.
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Banana slug genome project makes progress—Our quirky mascot poses challenges to students assembling the A’s, C’s, T’s, and G’s that comprise its genome. More

THE INSTITUTE IN THE NEWS

MIT Technology Review: Rebooting the human genome—The official map of the human genome can't tell you everything about your genes. Does graph theory offer a better way? More

Santa Cruz Tech Beat: Little did we suspect how much awaited us—Genomics Institute engineer Maciek Smuga-Otto describes how his family, itching for a change, landed in Santa Cruz and is never going back—except to sell their house. More
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